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Introduction

I

N 2020, THE US regulator Commodity Futures

In 2019 alone, regulators levied fines of

Trading Commission (CFTC) filed a record

approximately US$1.78 billion across as many as

number of enforcement actions related to

160 individual incidents in the United States,

market abuse incidents that cumulatively

United Kingdom (UK), and several countries in the

accounted for more than US$1 billion. Over the

Asia-Pacific (APAC) region2. In 2020, the trend

past decade, numerous organizations have been

continued; the pandemic provided a further

found guilty of market abuse, driven by regulators’

opportunity for wrongdoing and manipulative

adoption of advanced technologies for market

behaviors, due to the widespread move to remote
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surveillance. This trend is evolving across a range

working, and the dynamic market conditions

of financial products, leading to hefty penalties

associated with increased trading volumes and

and multi-year remediation programs to address

volatility. In parallel, over the past few years the

regulatory expectations.

financial services industry has been actively

In financial markets, market abuse is intentional

for front office risk oversight. However, a large

conduct that violates market integrity and natural

portion of organizations in the industry continues

demand-supply dynamics through unfair trading

to struggle to provide appropriate coverage across

working toward an enhanced control environment

practices, price manipulation, misuse of privileged

their portfolio of products, trading venues and

information, creation of unfair market conditions,

countries, and continue to make investments to

and deception of market players, to name but a

develop a scalable and efficient framework that

few examples.

can adapt to new and evolving risks.

Heightened regulatory scrutiny over market

There is now an increasingly broad consensus

conduct has been prevalent on large trading hubs,

across the financial services industry that effective

and increasingly expanding to other jurisdictions.

solutions to enhance internal supervision,

Over time, the areas of focus have evolved due to

surveillance and monitoring capabilities will involve

various factors such as swings in market liquidity,

firms making intelligent use of specialist resources,

increased product complexity, recent market-wide

technology and advanced analytical tools. Reports

events and incidents, and technology

predict that technology spend for market

advancements that can be unique to each region.

surveillance will reach US$1.4 billion3 by the end of

Regulators across the globe have been investing in

2021, fueled by the need for higher efficiency and

their oversight capabilities and have developed

accuracy within the monitoring and surveillance

increasingly sophisticated tools and techniques to

functions due to regulatory advancements and the

spot trading patterns and identify potential

shift toward remote work.

market misconduct.
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Governance landscape
“To achieve our aims needs everyone– institutions, regulators and legislators– to be working in the
same direction.”
— Tracey McDermott, Former Director of Enforcement and Financial Crime,
Financial Conduct Authority4

M

ARKET MANIPULATION IS a key focus

Across the border in Canada, market oversight is

area for many regulators around the globe,

conducted by 13 provincial and territorial securities

with the two primary objectives being

regulators that work together to coordinate and

maintaining confidence in markets and reducing

harmonize the regulation of Canadian financial

financial crime by means of spotting and

markets through their collective forum – the

prosecuting market abuse. However, regulatory

Canadian Securities Administrators (CSA). Canada

regimes that oversee incidents related to market

also has self-regulatory organizations, such as the

abuse and manipulation have varying governance

Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of

flavors across countries, driven primarily by local

Canada (IIROC), which regulates and oversees

market characteristics

trading in exchanges and marketplaces.

and history.
Other countries follow a more centralized approach
to regulation that revolves around one or two

Who is in charge?

regulatory entities. For example, financial markets
in Germany are regulated by the Federal Financial

While some countries are regulated by a single

Supervisory Authority (BaFin), while Japan’s

agency at the federal/provincial levels, others have

securities and financial futures market is regulated

multiple agencies that govern various asset classes,

by the Securities and Exchange Surveillance

jurisdiction, or a combination of both.

Commission (SESC), under authority of the
Financial Services Agency (FSA)5.

For instance, the US financial markets are
regulated by federal regulators such as the

What is the guiding force?

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC),
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC),

Regulators around the world are using a

and CFTC, which are aligned to specific asset
classes – such as securities under the SEC, and

combination of approaches to institute regulatory

commodities and derivative products under the

guidance. Some believe in a rule-based approach,

CFTC and FERC. Federal regulators are supported

while others employ a goal-based approach. A rule-

by self-regulatory organizations such as the

based approach typically provides prescribed

Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA).

requirements and definitions for market abuse

This approach enables direct supervisory oversight

behaviors, while a goal-based approach defines
principles, providing industry participants with a

across a wide range of asset classes.

degree of freedom on how to achieve compliance
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with expected outcomes. A rule-based approach

regulators impacting their global footprint, and the

places responsibility on the regulator to develop

diversity of regulatory approaches. Yet, regardless

and enforce the appropriate rule, while a goal-

of approach, the regulatory authorities shaping the

based approach identifies the desired end-state,

future of financial markets are aligned in their

allowing regulated parties to choose their own path

mission and vision of preserving market integrity.

to the goal. However, in both cases the regulated

It is up to organizations to be proactive in

parties are ultimately responsible for achieving and

identifying how market abusive behaviors can

maintaining compliance.

manifest themselves given the organization’s
footprint of products, venues and interaction

The European Commission’s (EC) market abuse

models in the marketplace. Much has been

regulations for the European Union, including the

achieved in the last five years, with more

Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID

sophisticated supervision and compliance

II) and Market Abuse Regulation (MAR), are

programs in place to address market conduct, and

examples of rule-based regulations. Conversely,

more specifically abusive risk behaviors. But it is

many regulators in North America and APAC

an arduous journey and the industry needs to go

oversee financial markets through overarching acts

beyond detecting misconduct, and investing in

and regulations that are goal-based, such as the

maintaining a continuous state of compliance, that

Securities Act and the Securities Exchange and

requires establishing a more agile system of

Commodity Exchange Act in the US.

governance and controls that enables to deter
misconduct from occurring in the first place.

Understandably, many firms are finding it
challenging to comply with the sheer number of

4

Lessons from the past
“The industry needs to learn lessons from our Enforcement cases, taking advantage of the errors of
your peers to learn how to do things better.”
— Tracey McDermott, Former Director of Enforcement and
Financial Crime at the Financial Conduct Authority6

I

N ORDER TO maintain market integrity, regulators

observed globally are insider dealing, spoofing/

have actively supplemented guidance with

layering, wash trading, and dissemination of false

enforcement actions. The analysis below shows

information. Recent global trends also indicate that

how regulatory enforcements have gained significant

the regulatory focus has expanded across a wide

traction worldwide (Figure 1). Some of the most

range of asset classes and products, including over

common market abuse behaviors (Appendix B)

the counter (OTC) products.

Figure 1: Market Abuse Enforcements 2016-20202
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What are the enforcement
trends to discourage
market abuse?

However, the total amount of fines levied was
around US$2 billion, indicating a pattern of heavy
penalization per case similar to what we see in the
US. The rest of the EU region collectively levied

Americas2: The US market has been the subject of

around US$400 million in fines from 2016 to 2020.

the largest enforcement fines, with nearly US$8

Italy, Spain, and France saw the highest impact

billion in regulatory penalties from 2016 to 2020.

from regulatory activity and were the most heavily

It is interesting to note that this large amount

penalized countries in the EU from a market

resulted from fewer than 200 enforcements

manipulation standpoint. The commonly observed

incidents, indicating that a single misconduct event

wrongdoing in the EU was false or misleading

was subject of a very large fine. In recent years,

signals, which accounted for half of the total fine

spoofing, front running, price manipulation, and

amounts in the EU region.

dissemination of false information, have been
some of the most common behavior risks and have

Asia-Pacific2: We can observe some differences in

attracted penalties above US$100 million per

the way local APAC regulators penalized abusive

incident. In comparison, Canada did not have a

market practices. China, for instance, with 350

particularly large number of incidents to date, but

fines issued over the past five years and US$7.4

the market abuse enforcement efforts covered a

billion of total market manipulation fines, had

wide range of products in foreign exchange (‘FX’),

more incidents but lower fines than the US or UK.

fixed income, and equities asset classes.

The explanation seems be connected to the fact
that Institutional enforcement accounted for just

Europe : The UK had fewer incidents over the

10% of the total incidents in China, whereas the

past five years compared to the US, covering a

remaining 90% accounted for enforcements

broad spectrum of manipulative behaviors.

against individuals. Japan had a more modest

2

Figure 2: Behavior Snapshot2
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amount of penalties – only US$20 million in the

actions across a much wider range of market abuse

last five years – but Japan’s enforcement actions

behaviors as compared to regulators in other

have started to focus on more nuanced market

regions. The types of behaviors that have emerged

manipulative behaviors over the last two years,

from enforcement efforts in China and other APAC

such as advancing the bid and painting the tape.

countries are more narrowly focused on classic

Hong Kong regulators have so far raised fines of

behaviors such as insider dealing and wash

US$160 million across 45 incidents through

trading. Additionally, US and UK regulators have

consistent enforcement over the past five years.

enforced market abuse regulations across a wider

However, fines are not the only measure of

range of product types and asset classes, while the

regulatory enforcement, as Hong Kong regulators

focus in most other countries have been primarily

sometimes employ non-monetary disciplinary

in equities, particularly so in emerging markets.

measures such as disgorgement, prohibition, and
Globally, regulators have further demonstrated

disqualification. Similarly, Australian and
Japanese law enforcement agencies do rely on non-

their focus on abusive market practices by issuing

monetary disciplinary actions, such as

enforcement actions even in cases where the

imprisonment, for market abuse violations, in

incidents took place outside the venue of their

addition to enforcement efforts.

purview, through cooperation with other
regulators. This demonstrates the commitment

Global Snapshot2: In summary, the US and

with which regulators around the world are

Canada have pursued regulatory enforcement

approaching this topic.

Figure 3: Regulatory Enforcement Focus Comparison2
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How enforcement is
impacting the industry?

The strategy should involve leveraging data and
technology capabilities alongside regulatory cues to
prioritize resources and constantly evolve to keep

Past enforcement actions show an increasing

up with dynamic market conditions, technology

regulatory focus on market abuse globally,

advancements, and changes in the regulatory

suggesting that regulators are prioritizing and

landscape. This will likely involve refinement of

ramping up their efforts to crack down on abusive

operating models to better support collaboration

behavior. To reduce the risk of heavy fines, it is

between stakeholders across the business and

crucial that financial market participants focus on

compliance functions, as well as partnering in

developing robust surveillance capabilities that can

efforts that could include jointly address data

help them proactively detect and deter abusive

sourcing needs and deployment of data analytics

market behaviors.

techniques.
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Emerging expectations
“When it comes to mitigating the risk of market abuse, you could say that we are not seeking to be in
the business of closing the stable door after the horse has bolted.”
— Julia Hoggett, Former Director of Market Oversight, FCA7

G

IVEN THE EVER-INCREASING catalog of

regulators have been aggressively prosecuting

complex products and trading strategies,

misconduct such as spoofing, cross-product

zeroing in on potential market

manipulation, and abusive squeezes. In the FX

manipulation is becoming increasingly complex.

markets, marking the close remains a top
regulatory priority due to the FX benchmark
manipulation schemes of recent years. Meanwhile,

Hot topics shaping the
market and the potential
for manipulation

financial benchmarks that more closely reflects

ACROSS THE GLOBE

analyzing the implications of activist short-selling

Canadian regulators are implementing a regime for
international standards. Short-selling behavior is
also under the microscope, with regulators

Algorithmic trading, including high frequency

alongside the use of social media for spreading

trading strategies, has expanded into multiple asset

disinformation that can result in market

classes, and the sheer speed and intensity with

misconduct. Finally, the newly formed US

which it can impact the market has made it a top

government and its renewed focus on increased

focus area for regulators. Another emerging focus

markets transparency is expected to create

area is cryptocurrency, with regulators reviewing

heightened monitoring and surveillance

its regulatory regime and related supervision and

requirements for global players.

surveillance practices as the industry warms up to
institutional investors. Regulators are also focusing

ASIA PACIFIC: DIVERSIFICATION INTO
FICC AND EQUITY DERIVATIVES

on the widespread adoption of social media and

In APAC, the Australian Securities and

new e-communication channels, which are leading

Investments Commission (ASIC) has intensified

to data fragmentation and an increase in

focus on the wholesale OTC sector – primarily

the idea of crypto trading begin taken up by

structured/unstructured data that is difficult to

fixed income, currencies (FX), and commodities

monitor and surveil.

(together known as ‘FICC’), along with equity
derivatives. Key focus areas include testing

AMERICAS: EMERGENCE
OF ODD-LOT TRADES

practices, the bank bill swap rate (BBSW), and
retail investor protection. In Hong Kong, the

In the US, odd-lot trades, which are trades of less

Securities and Futures Commission (SFC) is

than 100 shares, are becoming an increasing

combating market abuse by focusing on “shell”-

portion of equity trading volume and thus subject

related activities, which include unusually rapid

of enhanced supervision by regulators. For

increases in market capitalization, and networks of

commodities as well as listed and OTC derivatives,

companies with complex patterns of shareholding.
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Remote working is
the ‘new normal’

EUROPE: HEIGHTENED FOCUS
ON CREDIT EVENTS
On the European front, the UK Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA) is focusing on manufactured credit

An issue that has grown exponentially during the

events in the Credit Default Swap (CDS) market. A

pandemic is remote working practices, which

manufactured credit event arises when an entity

increases the risk of certain market abuse

intentionally defaults on one or more payments

behaviors such as insider trading and

because the default triggers a credit event under a

inappropriate order handling due to a larger

separate CDS contract that benefits another entity.

number of corporate insiders having access to

The FCA and US CFTC issued a joint statement in

confidential information. Regulators are also

2019 to combat such events before they become a

closely monitoring short-selling activity, since the

global concern. In addition, the FCA has

potential risk of abuse is amplified by work from

highlighted instances of two new types of market

home arrangements.

abuse behaviors – flying, where a firm
Since the start of the remote working trend, many

communicates to its clients that it has bids or offers
when those bids or offers are not supported by a

regulatory and supervisory bodies have provided

trader’s actual instructions; and printing, which

guidance on the pandemic’s potential impact and

involves communicating that a trade has been

extent of regulatory relief that might be available to

executed when no trade has actually taken place.

financial services organizations. Regulators
recognize that businesses might need to adjust

Following Brexit, the UK and European markets

their priority risk areas and related controls. For

are seeing major changes with regard to companies

example, in order to combat insider trading,

in the UK shifting parts of their businesses to

regulators were interested in gauging whether

Ireland, Germany, and other European countries

organizations have performed reviews of

so as to maintain access to the EU; also, European

employees on need-to-know lists and provided

firms seeking temporary permission from the FCA

refresher training sessions. On the other hand,

to operate in the UK. The FCA expects an increase

certain controls such as off-market trades were

in market abuse cases as the scale of change could

generally accepted to be of a lesser concern during

lead to overlooking critical controls and weakened

the pandemic. Despite these kinds of adjustments,
the overall regulatory expectation is that financial

supervision and surveillance.

market participants will continue to abide by the
principles of market integrity and take whatever
steps are necessary to detect and prevent market
abusive practices – with an emphasis on
enhancements to their risk and
controls environment.
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Technology at play
“Continuous innovation is vital if we’re going to stop criminals in their tracks.”
— Megan Butler, Executive Director of Supervision – Investment, Wholesale and Specialists, FCA8

R

Regulators embrace
technology to boost
surveillance capabilities

EGULATORS ARE CONSTANTLY taking steps
to keep pace with complex trading activities
and facilitate continuous reviews for

potential market manipulation.

In the US and Canada, regulators9 are focusing on
investments in advanced technologies to

Disruptive technologies

strengthen the detection and prosecution of market
manipulative behaviors, and to identify emerging

Machine Learning (ML), Artificial Intelligence (AI),

market threats. US and Canadian regulators, such

and Natural Language Processing (NLP) are being

as the SEC, CFTC, FINRA, and CSA, have made

used to detect recurring patterns in data sets and

significant investments in a blend of new

to identify potential abuse, even when a detected

technologies, automated monitoring, historical

pattern does not precisely match the regulatory

trading data storage, and advanced analytics. This

definition. Those disruptive technologies are also

enables regulators to analyze large numbers of

being used to improve the efficiency and accuracy

transactions and millions of pages of documents as

of existing surveillance systems and algorithms.

part of their investigations, unearthing detailed
objective insights –based purely on data – that can

Along with ML and AI, another technology

be used to pinpoint manipulative behaviors.

innovation shaping market surveillance is data
Regulators9 in APAC and Europe – specifically

mining. Until recently, investigations were mostly

Singapore (MAS), Japan (JFSA), and the UK (FCA)

conducted manually, and regulators had limited

– are using various diagnostic, monitoring,

ability to analyze large volumes of trading data.
However, over the past few years, data mining has

proactive, and remedial tools to carry out their

increasingly been used to augment investigations

responsibilities, and have made significant

by automatically analyzing large amounts of data

investments in data analytics platforms and market

for patterns that were previously hard to identify

monitoring tools to automate the analysis of

on a timely manner. Today, data mining is

trading data. The regulators are also planning to

empowering monitoring programs through pattern

increase their investments in AI-related

recognition, outlier detection, rule induction, and

technologies to expand their automatic risk

social network analysis.

detection and monitoring capabilities. For example,
the MAS is now using predictive modeling to
identify financial advisor representatives at
insurers, banks, and licensed financial advisory
firms in Singapore who have a higher possibility of
carrying out market misconduct.
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Is the Industry ready?

“integrating” approach that can consolidate disparate
data elements and turn them into intelligent

Regulators’ increasing capabilities and expectations

information, thus enabling more targeted investigations,

require financial market participants take a more

efficient surveillance outcomes, and the capability to

proactive approach to spotting abusive trading patterns.

identify emerging risks.

Regulators expect firms to adopt new technologies and
configure solutions targeted to their business footprint

The technological journey most organizations are on,

in order to improve the effectiveness of their

combined with the fast pace of product and market

supervision and trade surveillance programs.

change evolution covered earlier, is making
organizations focus on “transforming” their operating

The industry’s technology quotient can be assessed

models, revisiting the roles and responsibilities of the

against a maturity curve like the one shown in Figure 4

first and second lines and establishing an engagement

- Maturity Curve for Technological Adoption. The first

model that collaboratively mitigates the

phase, “exploring”, involves automation of mundane

organization’s risks.

repetitive tasks using technologies such as Robotic
Process Automation (RPA), which the industry has

This is more important now than ever, as financial

widely adopted. By now, most organizations have

institutions have had their operational resiliency stress-

already transitioned into the “solving” phase through

tested by the pandemic, with the shift toward remote

adoption of multiple trade and communication

working – along with increased market volatility –

surveillance technologies that can jointly help to detect

forcing them to reassess their approach to employee

misconduct across products and regions. The critical

supervision and surveillance. Now more than ever,

challenge now is how to deal with disparate monitoring

there is an immediate need for digitization of trading

and surveillance systems that are spread not only across

controls and enhanced

communication channels, businesses, products, trading

technology infrastructure.

venues and regions, but also across the first and second
lines of defense. This fragmentation has created siloed

In the days ahead, re-organization of critical resources

data elements and patchy coverage, and can lead to

and deployment of technology will play an increasingly

incomplete results, ineffective surveillance controls and

important role in developing an automated and

excessive costs of compliance. The logical next step for

digitized surveillance control environment that is

the industry is to move toward a data-centered,

effective, scalable, and sustainable.

It’s critical to move beyond
just ‘monitoring’

Transforming
Re-evaluate the operating model to
foster collaboration across the
three lines for eﬀective oversight

Integrating

Exploring
Leverage traditional technologies
to automate existing capabilities
— dabbling with digital to
automate mundane compliance
tasks

Bring together digital technologies
and tools — becoming more
synchronized and less siloed to
perform contextual surveillance

Solving
Leverage digital technologies to
extend capabilities — adopting
multiple specialized solutions for
continuous monitoring

Copyright © 2021 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.

Figure 4: Maturity Curve for Technology Adoption
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Planning ahead
“So long as you have markets, you are going to have folks trying to monkey with the markets”
— James McDonald, Former Director – Division of Enforcement, CFTC10

G

LOBAL FINANCIAL MARKETS are

operating models and silos, particularly between

advancing at breakneck speed, aided by an

first line supervision and second line surveillance

ever-growing repertoire of new products,

functions. Understandably, given the scale and

venues, and technologies. However, existing

frequency of market abuse fines, regulatory

surveillance capabilities across financial market

expectations for the sustenance and integrity of

participants is still for the most part a siloed,

firms’ control environments are at an all-time high.

disjointed, and only partly digitized operation that

Since the cost of compliance is already significant,

results in frequent breakdowns and blind spots.

it is becoming increasingly important for
organizations to focus on optimizing their

As regulators strengthen their technological

supervision, monitoring and surveillance

prowess to identify and detect misconduct and

capabilities across different business lines,

continue to build market abuse intelligence

products, and regions. Technology and analytics

spanning multiple years, pressure continues to

will play an important role in helping organizations

mount on financial markets participants.

achieve this objective, likely complemented by a

Organizations continue to be challenged to

collaborative and joint operation across the three

preserve market integrity and deter market abusive

lines of defense.

practices, but are constrained by fragmented

13
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Appendix A—Key Regulators
and Exchanges
The table below includes a list of key regulators and exchanges across Australia, Canada, China, Germany,
Hong Kong, Japan, United Kingdom and United States.
TABLE 1. KEY REGULATORS AND EXCHANGES
Country

Regulators/ Exchanges

Type

Country

Regulators/ Exchanges

Type

Australia

Australian Securities and
Investments Commission (ASIC)

Regulator

China

China Securities Regulatory Commission
(CSRC)

Regulator

Australian Competition and
Consumer Commission (ACCC)

Regulator

China Banking and Insurance Regulatory
Commission (CBIRC)

Regulator

Australia Securities Exchange (ASX)

Exchange

People’s Bank of China (PBOC)

Regulator

Canadian Securities Administrators
(CSA)

Regulator

State administration of Foreign Exchange Regulator
(SAFE)

Ontario Securities Commission
(OSC)

Regulator

The ministry of Finance of P.R. China
(MOF China)

Office of the Superintendent of
Financial Institutions

SRO/Independent Agency

National Association of Financial Markets Regulator
Institutional Investors (NAFMII)

Financial Services Regulatory
Authority of Ontario

SRO/Independent Agency

Financial Transactions and Reports
Analysis Centre of Canada

Other

Canada

Alberta Securities Commission (ASC) Regulator

Regulator

State-owned Assets Supervision and
Administration Commission of the State
Council

Regulator

Ministry of Commerce of the People’s
Republic of China

Regulator

National Audit Office of the People’s
Republic of China

Regulator

China Foreign Exchange Committee
(CFXC) (Member of Global Foreign
Exchange Committee (GFXC))

Quasi Financial Regulator

Shanghai Stock Exchange (SSE)

Exchange

Shenzhen Stock Exchange (SZSE)

Exchange

Chambre de la sécurité financière
(Québec)

SRO/Independent Agency

Chambre de l’assurance de
dommages (Québec)

Other

Bureau des services financiers
(Québec) - Dissolved in 2004

Other

Autorité des marchés financiers
(Québec)

Regulator

Shanghai Futures Exchange (SHFE)

Exchange

Manitoba Securities Commission
(MSC)

Regulator

Shanghai International Energy Exchange
(INE)

Exchange

Financial Institutions Regulation
Branch (Manitoba)

Regulator

Shanghai Gold Exchange (SGE)

Exchange

New Brunswick’s Financial and
Consumer Services Commission
(FCNB)

Regulator

China Financial Futures Exchange (CFFEX) Exchange

Germany
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Zhengzhou Commodity Exchange (ZCE)

Exchange

Dalian Commodities Exchange (DCE)

Exchange

Federal Financial Supervisory Authority
(BaFin)

Regulator

Agency for the Cooperation of Energy
Regulators (ACER)

Regulator

Deutsche Bundesbank

Regulator

Country

Regulators/ Exchanges

Type

Regulators/ Exchanges

Type

Hong Kong

Securities & Futures Commission of
Hong Kong (SFC)

Regulator

National Futures Association (NFA)

SRO/Independent Agency

Market Misconduct Tribunal (MMT)

Other

Commodity Futures Trading Commission SRO/Independent Agency
(CFTC)

Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA)

Other

Hong Kong Future Exchange (HKFE)

Exchange

Hong Kong Stock Exchange (HKEX)

Exchange

Japan Financial Services Agency (JFSA)

Regulator

Securities and Exchange Surveillance
Commission (SESC)

Regulator

Japan Exchange Group (JPX)

Exchange

Japan Securities Dealers Association
(JSDA)

SRO/Independent Agency

Tokyo Financial Exchange

Exchange

Financial Futures Association of Japan

SRO/Independent Agency

Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry
(METI)

Regulator

Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries (MAFF)

Regulator

Tokyo Commodity Exchange

Exchange

Commodity Futures Association of Japan

SRO/Independent Agency

Global Foreign Exchange Committee
(GFXC)

SRO/Independent Agency

Tokyo Foreign Exchange Market
Committee

SRO/Independent Agency

Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)

Regulator

Bank of England (BoE)

SRO/Independent Agency

London Bullion Market Association
(LBMA)

SRO/Independent Agency

Money Markets Committee (MC)

SRO/Independent Agency

Office of Gas and Electricity Markets
(Ofgem)

SRO/Independent Agency

European Commission (EC)

Regulator

Agency for the Cooperation of Energy
Regulators (ACER)

Regulator

US Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC)

Regulator

Japan

United
Kingdom

United
States

Country

Office of the Comptroller of the Currency Regulator
(OCC)
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency Regulator
(OCC)
New York Department of Financial
Services (NY DFS)

Regulator
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Financial Industry Regulatory Authority
(FINRA)

SRO/Independent Agency

Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board
(MSRB)

SRO/Independent Agency

US Department of Justice (US DoJ)

Law Enforcement Agency

Chicago Mercantile Exchange Group
(CME)

Exchange

Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT)

Exchange

Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE)

Exchange

New York Stock Exchange (NYSE)

Exchange

ICE Futures US, Inc. (ICE)

Exchange

NASDAQ

Exchange

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC)

Regulator

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)

Law Enforcement Agency

Securities Industry and Financial Markets
Association (SIFMA)

Other

Treasury Market Practices Group (TMPG)

Other
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Appendix B—Key Market
Abuse Behaviors
The market abuse behaviors below have been documented from the Market Abuse Regulation (MAR).

TABLE 2. MARKET ABUSE BEHAVIORS11
Behavior Type

Market Abuse Behaviors

Behavior Type

Market Abuse Behaviors

Price Manipulation/
Abusing Market Power

Momentum ignition

Wash Trades

Wash trade

Creation of a floor, or a ceiling in the price pattern

Painting the Tape

Inter-trading venues manipulation

Improper matching

Cross-product manipulation

Concealing Ownership

Abusive squeeze
Marking the Close

Marking the Close
Colluding in the after-market of an Initial Public Offer
(IPO)

False or Misleading
Signals

Spoofing and Layering
Placing Orders with No Intention of Executing them
Quote Stuffing
Dissemination of false or misleading market
information
Advancing the bid
Opening a position and closing it immediately after its
public disclosure
Pump and Dump
Trash and Cash
Ping Orders
Phishing
Smoking

Insider Dealing

Insider dealing

Distorting Cost of
Commodity Contracts

Entering into arrangements in order to distort costs
associated with a commodity contract, such as
insurance or freight

Unlawful disclosure of inside information

Movement or storage of physical commodities, which
might create a misleading impression as to the supply
of, or demand for, or price or value of, a commodity
Movement of an empty cargo ship, which might create
a false or misleading impression as to the supply of, or
the demand for, or the price or value of a commodity
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